Live- Immersion with Mary Ann Winiger
11.11.-13.11.2019
in Pressbaum near Vienna, Austria
organisation- sheet

from Vienna Airport to Pressbaum:
°
with the CAT City Airport Train, which runs every half an hour, you are in Vienna in 16 minutes. at the underground station
U4 Landstrasse. With this line you drive in about 20 minutes to Vienna / Hütteldorf. From Hütteldorf the train goes to
Tullnerbach Pressbaum about every half an hour. From there you can take a Taxi to your Hotel / Apartment.
°
By Taxi from the Airport to Pressbaum you drive about 40min, costs about 65.- if you want to make an
appointment in advance, we have good experiences with: Taxi Kalcher +43/6645113726
°
of course there is also the possibility for car rental at the airport – for those who appreciate a high level of
privacy and independence

Hotels / Apartments in the area:
°
Family Breitner is a private guesthouse. Feedback from our seminar participants about Breitner so far: very simple, very
comfortable, friendly and above all cheap. http://www.wienerwald-urlaub.at/breitner/
°
Pension Parzer is located between private pension and hotel business. http://www.pensionwienerwald.at
°
Hotel Wiental http://www.wiental.com
°
Air'bnb also offers a lot in the area, such as:
https://www.airbnb.at/rooms/26975352?location=Pressbaum%2C%20Austria&source_impression_id=p3_1559839483_9Rtqo10pzpV
mmDbl

Restaurants in Pressbaum:
°

Cafe Corso: 'Pressbaum’s living room', Hauptstrasse 55, very comfortable, good food, pleasant atmosphere
http://www.cafecorso.at/?page_id=53

°

Chinarestaurant, Asia ', Hauptstrasse 54

°

Lindenhof, Hauptstrasse 89, old Austrian inn

°

Steinerhof am Pfalzberg 18, - by car, but also the possibility of to combine with a nice walk through the Vienna Woods uphillstart at Kaiserbrunnstrasse 6, (Tuesday, Wednesday rest day!) https://www.steinerhof-pressbaum.at

°

Bankog Station, at the station Tullnerbach- very good !!! Thai food to order and pick up http://bangkokstation.at/restaurant.html

°

Pizzeria San Danijele, main street 11

°

10- 15min driving from Pressbaum you find a very delicious Restaurant. ‘Oliver’ http://www.wirtshausoliver.at

°

during lunchtime it is also possible to eat your own food on the spot and stay in the premises

°

maybe there will even be a possibility for a catering service from Café Corso- they delivering simple meals to the Villa for
those who want to stay and still have a nice warm meal

Information about the Villa Kunterbunt:
°

°

°

Address: Pfalzauerstrasse 127, 3021 Pressbaum, reachable only by car, carpools or taxi (we will do our best to organise an easy
possibility for people, who do not respond/are not invited to join some other member of the group in a car-ride to a
restaurant/hotel, to also be able to move independantly to the restaurants/hotels nearby- either with the local Taxi organisations
or with a private- shuttle service)
The Villa Kunterbunt is a beautiful, very stylish, artistic place that wonderfully supports our Immersion with its atmosphere.
The round room is a lot of glass and wood. It will be heated - but who is sensitive to cold, could bring cuddly clothes, thick
socks or maybe even take a blanket with you. The heater makes a murmuring background noise, but it is still possible to listen
and speak. Around the house is also a beautiful garden.
During the short breaks, we provide a buffet of fruit, biscuits, croissants as well as coffee and tea
Do you have any questions? Julia de Geus julia@kpr.at +436769379262

